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without ooperating with other users. Suh networks are alled non-ooperativenetworks [10℄. A famous example of suh a network is the internet. Motivatedby non-ooperative systems like the internet, ombining ideas from game theoryand omputer siene has beome inreasingly important [4, 9, 15, 16, 18℄.Suh an environment, whih laks a entral ontrol unit due to its size oroperational mode, an be modeled as a non-ooperative game [17℄. Users sel-�shly hoose their private strategies, whih in our environment orrespond toprobability distributions over the paths from their soures to their destinations.When routing their traÆ aording to the probability distributions hosen, theusers will experiene an expeted lateny aused by the traÆ of all users sharingedges. Eah user tries to minimize its expeted individual lateny without takingthe global performane of the whole network into aount. The theory of Nashequilibria [14℄ provides us with an important solution onept for environmentsof this kind: a Nash equilibrium is a state of the system suh that no user anderease its individual ost by unilaterally hanging its strategy.The onept of Nash equilibria has beome an important mathematial toolin analyzing the behavior of sel�sh users in non-ooperative systems [18℄. Manyalgorithms have been developed to ompute a Nash equilibrium in a generalgame (see [13℄ for an overview). The omputational omplexity of omputing aNash equilibrium in general games is open [18℄. The problem beomes even morehallenging when global objetive funtions have to be optimized over the set ofall Nash equilibria.In this work, we onentrate on a speial non-ooperative network onsistingof a single soure and a single destination whih are onneted by m parallelrelated links of apaities 1; : : : ; m. Users 1; : : : ; n are going to sel�shly routetheir traÆs w1; : : : ; wn from the soure to the destination. This model has beenintrodued by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [11℄. The individual ost of a useris de�ned as the maximum expeted lateny of any link it has hosen with posi-tive probability. Depending on how the lateny of a link is de�ned we distinguishbetween three variations of the model: In the idential link model all links haveequal apaity. In the model of related links the lateny for a link j is de�nedto be the quotient of the sum of the traÆs through j and the apaity j . Inthe general ase of unrelated links a traÆ i indues load wij on link j: In thiswork we onentrate on the models of related and idential links.In our model the soial ost is de�ned to be the expeted maximum latenyon a link, where the expetation is taken over all random hoies of the users.It is well known that, due to the lak of oordination, the users may get to asolution, i.e. a Nash equilibrium, that is suboptimal in terms of the soial ost.Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [11℄ de�ned the oordination ratio as the ratioof the soial ost of a worst Nash equilibrium and the soial ost of the globaloptimal solution. Results on the oordination ratio depend on the de�nition ofthe individual ost and the soial ost. A model whih uses the sum of the edgelatenies as a ost funtion was onsidered by Roughgarden and Tardos [19℄.In the ase that the users are not allowed to randomize their strategies, theset of solutions of the routing problem onsists of the set of all pure Nash equi-2



libria. When restrited to pure strategies, the problem of omputing a routing(not neessarily an equilibrium one) with minimum soial ost is equivalent tothe problem of sheduling n independent jobs on m related parallel mahineswith minimum makespan [7℄. In this environment the problem of Nashi�ationbeomes important. The problem of Nashi�ation is to ompute an equilibriumrouting from a given non-equilibrium one without inreasing the soial ost. AneÆient algorithm for the Nashi�ation problem allows to ompute a Nash equi-librium with low soial ost by �rst omputing an appropriate non-equilibriumrouting with known algorithms for the sheduling problem and then onvertingthis routing into a Nash equilibrium. Here, the intention to entrally nashifya non-equilibrium solution is to provide a routing from whih no user has aninentive to deviate.One way to nashify an assignment is to perform a sequene of greedy sel�shsteps. A greedy sel�sh step is a user's hange of its urrent pure strategy to itsbest pure strategy with respet to the urrent strategies of all other users. Anysequene of greedy sel�sh steps leads to a pure Nash equilibrium. However, thelength of suh a sequene may be exponential in n.Related work. The sel�sh routing problem onsidered in this paper was�rst introdued by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou in [11℄. The problem waslater studied by Mavroniolas and Spirakis [12℄, who introdued and analyzedfully mixed equilibria of the problem. These works were aimed at analyzing theoordination ratio of the routing game. Czumaj and V�oking [3℄ gave two upperbounds of ��1(m) + 1 = O( logmlog logm ) and O(log maxmin ), respetively, for the o-ordination ratio when restrited to pure Nash equilibria and showed that thesebounds are tight up to a onstant fator. For mixed Nash equilibria they showedan upper bound of O( logmlog log logm ) for the oordination ratio.It has been shown by Fotakis et al. [6℄ that in our model a pure Nash equilib-rium an be omputed in polynomial time. In the same work it was proved thatthe problem of omputing a pure Nash equilibrium with minimum (or maximum,respetively) soial ost is NP -hard.In Gairing et al. [7℄ it was shown that it is NP -hard to deide whether agiven routing an be transformed into an equilibrium in k greedy sel�sh steps,even if the number of links is 2. In the same work a polynomial time algorithmwas given whih, in the ase of idential apaities, nashi�es any non-equilibriumassignment. For idential link apaities it was shown that a PTAS exists for ap-proximating the best soial ost of a Nash equilibrium within a fator of 1 + ".The routing problem onsidered in this paper is equivalent to the multiproes-sor sheduling problem. Here, pure Nash equilibria and Nashi�ation translate toloal optima and sequenes of loal improvements. A shedule is said to be jumpoptimal if no job on a proessor with maximum load an improve by movingto another proessor [20℄. Obviously, the set of pure Nash equilibria is a subsetof the set of jump optimal shedules. Thus, the strit upper bound of 1+p4m�32on the ratio between best and worst makespan of jump optimal shedules [2, 20℄also holds for pure Nash equilibria.In the model of idential proessors every jump optimal shedule an be3



transformed into a pure Nash equilibrium without hanging the makespan. Al-gorithms for omputing a jump optimal shedule on idential proessors fromany given shedule have been proposed in [1, 5, 20℄. The fastest algorithm is givenby Shuurman and Vredeveld [20℄. However, in all algorithms the resulting jumpoptimal shedule is not neessarily a Nash equilibrium.Results. In the �rst part of this work we study the problem of Nashi�a-tion. Given any pure routing, the goal is to ompute a Nash equilibrium withless or equal soial ost. We present an O(nm2) time algorithm whih nashi�esany pure routing in the model of related link apaities, generalizing the resultof Gairing et al. [7℄. The routing problem onsidered here is equivalent to thesheduling problem for related mahines. As an immediate onsequene of ourresult, we get a PTAS for omputing a Nash equilibrium with minimum soialost by applying the PTAS of Hohbaum and Shmoys [8℄ to the sheduling prob-lem and nashifying the shedule. Moreover, our algorithm eÆiently omputes ajump optimal shedule in the model of related proessors.One approah to nashify a routing would be to let the users, in some order,make greedy sel�sh steps until a Nash equilibrium is reahed. We prove that forour routing problem there exists an instane of size polynomial in n suh thatthe maximum length of a sequene of greedy sel�sh steps is at least 
(2pn).This result is followed by an O(2n) upper bound for the length of any sequeneof greedy sel�sh steps in the model of idential apaities. As a onsequene wehave shown that nashifying a solution using the above mentioned naive approahmay take time exponential in n:Czumaj and V�oking [3℄ onsider upper bounds on the maximum expetedload � of any mixed Nash equilibrium in order to get bounds on the oordina-tion ratio. Their two bounds on � depend on the number of links m and thefration of the largest and the smallest link apaity, respetively. However, notonly the apaities, but the relation between the sizes of the traÆs and apai-ties determine the individual oordination ratio. We introdue a new struturalparameter p that onsiders the relation between the largest traÆ of a user andthe apaities of the links. We denote by p the fration of the sum of all linkapaities of links, to whih the largest traÆ an be assigned ausing latenyat most the maximum lateny OPT(w) of an optimal assignment.In the last part of the paper, using the parameter p and similar tehniques asin [3℄, we show the upper bound ��1( 1p ) on the oordination ratio for pure Nashequilibria, whih is asymptotially tight for all p. Here, ��1 is the inverse of theGamma funtion. Sine p � 1m , our result also shows an asymptotially tight up-per bound of ��1(m) for the oordination ratio, whih is a slight improvement ofthe result in [3℄. We prove our results for the individual oordination ratio, thatis, the ratio between the maximum expeted individual ost IC(w;P ) and thesoial ost of a globally optimal solution OPT(w). For every Nash equilibrium P ,IC(w;P ) is at most the soial ost SC(w;P ), whih is de�ned to be the expetedmaximum lateny. SC(w;P ) equals IC(w;P ) if P is a pure Nash equilibrium.Additionally, we prove an upper bound of IC(w;P ) � 1+p4m�32 � OPT(w). Forsmall m, namely m � 19, this bound improves on the ��1( 1p ) bound, and form � 5 it is tight. 4



2 NotationMathematial Preliminaries.For any integer i � 1, denote [i℄ = f1; : : : ; ig.Denote � the Gamma funtion; that is, for any natural number i, � (i+1) = i!,while for any arbitrary real number x > 0, � (x) = R10 tx�1e�tdt. We will usethe fat that � (x+1) = x �� (x). The Gamma funtion is invertible; both � andits inverse ��1 are inreasing.General. We onsider a network onsisting of a set of m parallel links1; 2; : : : ;m from a soure node to a destination node. Eah of n network users1; 2; : : : ; n, or users for short, wishes to route a partiular amount of traÆ alonga (non-�xed) link from soure to destination. Denote wi the traÆ of user i 2 [n℄.De�ne the n�1 traÆ vetor w in the natural way. Assume, without loss of gen-erality, that w1 � w2 � : : : � wn, and denote W =Pni=1 wi the total traÆ. Apure strategy for user i 2 [n℄ is some spei� link. A mixed strategy for user i 2 [n℄is a probability distribution over pure strategies; thus, a mixed strategy is a prob-ability distribution over the set of links. A pure strategy pro�le L is representedby an n-tuple hl1; l2; : : : ; lni 2 [m℄n; a mixed strategy pro�le P is represented byan n�m probability matrix of nm probabilities pij , i 2 [n℄ and j 2 [m℄, where pijis the probability that user i hooses link j. The support of the mixed strategyfor user i 2 [n℄, denoted support(i), is the set of those pure strategies (links) towhih i assigns positive probability; so, support(i) = fj 2 [m℄ j pij > 0g. Forpure strategies we denote link(i) = li.System, Models and Cost Measures. Denote j > 0 the apaity of linkj 2 [m℄, representing the rate at whih the link proesses traÆ. In the modelof idential apaities, all link apaities are equal. Link apaities may varyarbitrarily in the model of related apaities. Without loss of generality assume1 � : : : � m, and denote C = Pmj=1 j the total apaity. So, the latenyfor traÆ wi through link j equals wij . Let P be an arbitrary mixed strategypro�le. The expeted lateny of user i on link j is �ij = wi+Pk2[n℄;k 6=i pkjwkj . Theminimum expeted lateny of user i is �i = minj2[m℄ �ij . Denote IC(w;P ) themaximum expeted individual lateny, that is, the maximum, over all users, of theminimum expeted lateny. Thus, IC(w;P ) = maxi2[n℄ �i. The expeted traÆon link j is de�ned by Æj =Pi2[n℄ pijwi. We denote the expeted traÆ on linkj without user i by �ij = Pk2[n℄;k 6=i pkjwk = Æj � pijwi. The expeted load �jon link j is the ratio between the expeted traÆ on link j and the apaityof link j. Thus, �j = Æjj . The maximum expeted load � = maxj2[m℄ �j is themaximum (over all links) of the expeted load �j on a link j. Assoiated with atraÆ vetor w and a mixed strategy pro�le P is the soial ost [11, Setion 2℄,denoted SC(w;P ), whih is the expeted maximum lateny on a link, where theexpetation is taken over all random hoies of the users. Thus,SC(w;P ) = Xhl1;l2;:::;lni2[m℄n nYk=1 pklk � maxj2[m℄Pk:lk=j wkj ! :Note that SC(w;P ) redues to the maximum lateny through a link in the ase ofpure strategies. On the other hand, the soial optimum [11, Setion 2℄ assoiated5



with a traÆ vetor w, denoted OPT(w), is the least possible maximum (over alllinks) lateny through a link; thus,OPT(w) = minhl1;l2;:::;lni2[m℄n maxj2[m℄Pk:lk=j wkj :Nash Equilibria and Coordination Ratio. Say that a user i 2 [n℄ issatis�ed for the probability matrix P if �ij = �i for all links j 2 support(i), and�ij � �i for all j 62 support(i). Otherwise, user i is unsatis�ed. Thus, a satis�eduser has no inentive to unilaterally deviate from its mixed strategy. P is a Nashequilibrium [11, Setion 2℄ i� all users i 2 [n℄ are satis�ed for P .Fix any traÆ vetorw. A best (worst) Nash equilibrium is a Nash equilibriumthat minimizes (maximizes) SC(w;P ). The best soial ost is the soial ost ofa best Nash equilibrium and equals OPT(w). The worst soial ost is the soialost of a worst Nash equilibrium and is denoted by WC(w). Fotakis et al. [6,Theorem 1℄ onsider sequenes of sel�sh steps starting from any arbitrary purestrategy pro�le. In a sel�sh step, exatly one unsatis�ed user is allowed to hangeits pure strategy. A sel�sh step is a greedy sel�sh step if the user hooses its beststrategy. Sel�sh steps do not inrease the soial ost of the initial pure strategypro�le. The oordination ratio [11℄ is the maximum of WC(w)=OPT(w), over alltraÆ vetors w. Correspondingly, we denote the maximum of IC(w;P )=OPT(w)the individual oordination ratio.3 Nashi�ationIn this setion, we onsider the problem of onverting a given pure strategy pro�leon related links into a Nash equilibrium without inreasing the soial ost. Everysequene of (greedy) sel�sh steps yields a Nash equilibrium eventually. However,in Setion 3.2 we show that this approah an lead to an exponential number ofsteps, even on idential links. We present an algorithm whih nashi�es any purerouting by performing a polynomial number of (not neessarily sel�sh) moveswithout inreasing the maximum lateny.3.1 A polynomial time algorithm for Nashi�ationFigure 1 shows the algorithm Nashify whih onverts a pure strategy pro�leinto a Nash equilibrium. A ruial observation for proving the orretness of thealgorithm is stated in the following lemma:Lemma 1. If user i with traÆ wi performs a greedy sel�sh step from link j tolink k with j � k, then no user s with traÆ ws � wi beomes unsatis�ed.Proof. Let user s be loated on link q = link(s). Sine only the loads on linkj and k hange due to the greedy sel�sh step of user i we have to show thatuser s annot improve by moving to link j. Also we have to show that, if users is loated on link k, s does not beome unsatis�ed due to the arrival of user6



i. Assume �rst, q 6= k. As user s is satis�ed, Æk+wsk � Æqq : User i improves bymoving to link k, thus Æjj > Æk+wik , and we an estimateÆj � wi + wsj > Æk + wik + ws � wij � Æqq � wsk + wik + ws � wij� Æqq + (ws � wi)( 1j � 1k ) � Æqq :The last inequality holds sine k � j and ws � wi. Thus, s annot improve bymoving to link j after i moved. It remains to prove that user s annot beomeunsatis�ed, if q = k. Beause of Æj�wi+wsj � Æjj > Æk+wik , user s annot improveby moving to link j. Sine user i performed a greedy sel�sh step, we haveÆr + wsr � Ær + wir � Æk + wik 8r 2 [m℄ n fjg;and therefore user s annot improve by moving to any link r 6= j. utFor idential linksLemma 1 impliesthat by moving auser to its bestlink, no user withlarger or equal traf-� an beome un-satis�ed. Thus, bysuessively movingeah user to itsbest link in order ofnon-inreasing traf-� sizes, we endup in a Nash equi-librium without in-reasing the soialost of the initialrouting. This algo-rithm is desribedin [7℄.

Nashify()Input: n users with traffis w1 � � � � � wnm links with apaities 1 � � � � � mAssignment of users to linksOutput: Assignment of users to links with lessor equal maximum lateny, whih is a NEf // phase 1:i := n; S := fng;while i � 1 fmove user i to link with highest possible indexwithout inreasing overall maximum lateny;if i was moved or i 2 S or link(i) � link(i + 1)then S := S [ fig; i := i � 1;else fmove user i to link with smallest possible indexwithout inreasing overall maximum lateny;if i was moved then S := S [ fig; i := n;else break;gg// phase 2:while 9i 2 S fmake greedy selfish step for user i = min(S);S := Snfig;gg Fig. 1. Algorithm NashifyWith algorithm Nashify in Figure 1 we generalize this idea to non-identiallinks. The algorithm works in two phases. At every time link(i) denotes the linkuser i is urrently assigned to. The main idea is to �ll up slow links with userswith small traÆ as lose to the maximum lateny as possible in the �rst phase(but without inreasing the maximum lateny) and to perform greedy sel�shsteps for unsatis�ed users in the seond phase. During the �rst phase, the setS is used to ollet all those users with small traÆs, who have been used to�ll up slow links. Throughout the whole algorithm, eah user in S is loated7



on a link with non-greater index than any smaller user in S. In other words,the smaller the traÆ of a user in S, the slower the link it is assigned to. Wemay start with S = fng, beause the above property is trivially ful�lled if Sontains only one user. When no further user is added to S by the algorithm,the �rst phase terminates. In the seond phase we suessively perform greedysel�sh steps for all unsatis�ed users, starting with the largest one. That is, wemove eah user that an improve by hanging its link to its best link. Beause ofthe speial onditions that have been established by phase 1, and by Lemma 1,these greedy sel�sh steps do not ause other users with larger traÆ to beomeunsatis�ed.Lemma 2. After phase 1 the following holds:(1) All unsatis�ed users are in S.(2) S = fn; (n � 1); : : : ; (n + 1 � jSj)g, that is, S ontains the jSj users withsmallest traÆs.(3) i; i+ 1 2 S ) link(i) � link(i+ 1).(4) Every user i 2 S an only improve by moving to a link with smaller index.Proof. The while-loop in phase 1 an only be terminated if either i beomes0 (the while ondition does not hold) or some user i =2 S on a link link(i) >link(i+ 1) annot be moved to any other link j < link(i) (the break-ommandis exeuted). In the �rst ase all users are in S, whih implies (1). In the seondase we know that user (i+ 1) does not �t on any link j > link(i+ 1), as user(i+1) was put on the link with maximal index without inreasing the maximumlateny in the previous run of the loop. In partiular, as link(i+ 1) < link(i),user (i+1) annot be moved to any link j � link(i). Thus, no user k =2 S would�t on any link j 6= link(k), as wk � wi � wi+1, 8k =2 S. This again implies (1).To see that (2) holds at any time, notie �rst that a user whih is inludedin S will never be removed from S. Seond, whenever a user is added, it is theuser with smallest traÆ whih is not ontained in S so far. So S is always aonseutive set of the users with smallest traÆs.(3) is an invariant whih holds before and after every run of the while-loopin phase 1. Before the �rst run it holds beause S = fng. Whenever a user i 2 Sis moved, it is moved to a link j > link(i) with apaity j � link(i). As thetraÆ of user (i+1) is not larger than the traÆ of user i, it would �t on link j,too. But user (i+1) has been onsidered before user i in the previous run of thewhile-loop. Thus, user (i + 1) is loated on some link link(i+ 1) � j, beauseotherwise it would have been moved to link j. Therefore, link(i+1) � j and (3)remains true after moving user i to link j.To show (4), onsider the last jSj runs of the while-loop, not ounting therun whih exeutes the break ommand (in whih no user is moved). (2) implies,that these runs establish a sweep over all users in S, beginning with user n andending up with the user having the smallest index in S. Eah user i 2 S ismoved to the link with highest index it �ts on (without inreasing the maximumlateny). After user i is assigned, only users with larger or equal traÆs areonsidered. They are loated on links j � link(i), whih follows from (3). Thus,8



by moving the remaining users, the maximum lateny on any link j > link(i) isnot dereased, whih implies that user i annot be moved to a link j > link(i)after the sweep either. As this holds for all users i 2 S, (4) is valid. utTheorem 1. Given any pure strategy pro�le, algorithm Nashify omputes aNash equilibrium with non-inreased soial ost, performing at most (m + 1)nmoves in sequential running time O(m2n).Proof. We �rst prove the orretness of the algorithm Nashify. After phase 1 theonditions from Lemma 2 hold. We now show that these onditions still holdafter eah run of the while-loop in phase 2.Consider any run of the while-loop and assume that the onditions of Lemma 2hold. Let i be the user with smallest index in S, and suppose it is moved fromlink j = link(i) to its best link k. Beause of (2), we have i = n + 1 � jSj. (4)implies k < link(i) and therefore, k � j .Now let s =2 S be any user on some link q = link(s).Due to Lemma 1, user s is satis�ed after user i has been moved. Thus, (1)still holds after moving i. As i is removed from S and i = n + 1 � jSj, (2) stillholds. As i was the user with largest traÆ in S, (3) still holds. (3) and the fatthat i was moved to a link j � link(i) imply that (4) remains true after the run.At the end of the algorithm, beause S is empty and ondition (1) still holds,there are no unsatis�ed users, i.e., we have a Nash equilibrium. As in no step ofthe algorithm the overall maximum lateny is inreased, the algorithm orretlyomputes a Nash equilibrium with non-inreased soial ost.Now we show the bound on the running time. In phase 1, eah user is shiftedat most one to a link with smaller index. Afterwards it an be shifted at mostm�1 times to a link with higher index. So we have at most m moves per user. Inphase 2 we have at most jSj � n moves. Thus, at mostmn+n moves are requiredaltogether. Using appropriate data strutures in phase 1, it takes time O(1) todetermine whether a user has to be moved or not. One possibility to do this isto maintain two arrays (xj) and (yj) during phase 1, both ontaining one entryfor eah link. xj is the maximal size of a user on link j that would �t on somelink k > j without inreasing the overall maximum lateny. Analogously, yj isthe maximal size of a user on link j that would �t on some link k < j. Certainly,xm = 0 and y1 = 0. For eah move the algorithm may have to onsiderm links to�nd an appropriate target link. It then must update the data strutures. Findingthe target link and updating the data strutures an be done in time O(m). Thisyields time omplexity O(m2n) for phase 1. Phase 2 requires time O(mn). utCombining any approximation algorithm for the omputation of good rout-ings with the Nashify algorithm yields a method for approximating the bestNash equilibrium. Partiularly, using the PTAS for the Sheduling Problem fromHohbaum and Shmoys [8℄, we get:Corollary 1. There is a PTAS for omputing a best pure Nash equilibrium.This is optimal in the sense that the development of an FPTAS is not possiblesine the exat omputation of the best Nash equilibrium is NP-omplete in thestrong sense [6℄. 9



Remark 1. Apart from the routing model with related links as onsidered here,the algorithm an also ope with a slightly relaxed setting. All we need is anorder of the users and links, suh that 8i 2 [n � 1℄; j 2 [m℄ : wij � wi+1;j and8i 2 [n�1℄; j 2 [m�1℄ : wi;j+1�wij � wi+1;j+1�wi+1;j . Reall that wij denotesthe ontribution of user i to the lateny on link j in the model of unrelated links.In the related link model we have the speial ase wij = wij .3.2 Sequenes of greedy sel�sh stepsPerforming greedy sel�sh steps will eventually onvert any routing into a pureNash equilibrium. However, this may take exponential time even if the links haveidential apaities, as shown in the following two theorems. Due to lak of spaethe proofs are omitted here.Theorem 2. There exists an instane of n users with traÆs whose bitlengthis polynomial in n on m = pn+ 7 � 1 idential links for whih the maximumlength of a sequene of greedy sel�sh steps is at least 2pn+7�3.Theorem 3. For any instane with n users on idential links, the length of anysequene of greedy sel�sh steps is at most 2n � 1.4 Coordination ratioIn this setion we introdue a strutural parameter p. We denote M1 = fj 2[m℄ j w1 � j � OPT(w)g and p = Pj2M1 j=C. In other words, p is the ratiobetween the sum of link apaities of links to whih the largest traÆ an beassigned ausing lateny at most OPT(w) and the sum of all link apaities. Withthe help of p we are able to prove an upper bound on the individual oordinationratio.Theorem 4. For any mixed Nash equilibrium P the ratio between the maximumexpeted individual lateny IC(w;P ) = maxi2[n℄ �i and OPT(w) is bounded byIC(w;P )OPT(w) < 8>>><>>>: 32 +q 1p � 34 if 13 � p � 1;2 + 3q 1p � 2 if 137 � p < 13 ;��1 � 1p� if p < 137 :Sine w11 � OPT(w), we have p � 1C � 1m . Furthermore, IC(w;P ) � � holds forevery assignment. Thus, from Theorem 4 we get the following orollaries:Corollary 2. The maximum expeted load � is bounded from above by � ���1 � 1p�OPT(w) � ��1 (m)OPT(w).Corollary 3. The individual oordination ratio IC(w;P ) is bounded from aboveby IC(w;P ) � ��1(m)OPT(w): 10



Corollary 2 shows that the generalized upper bound is an improvement of theupper bound ��1(m) + 1 on the maximum expeted load � in [3℄. This leads toan improvement of the upper bound on the oordination ratio [3, Lemma 2.1℄.We now introdue a pure Nash equilibrium in Example 1. This an be usedto prove that the upper bounds of ��1( 1p ) and ��1(m) are tight.Example 1 Let k 2 N, and onsider the following instane with k di�erentlasses of users:{ Class U1: jU1j = k users with traÆ 2k�1{ Class Ui: jUij = 2i�1 � (k� 1)Qj=1;:::;i�1(k� j) users with traÆ 2k�i forall 2 � i � k.In the same way we de�ne k + 1 di�erent lasses of links:{ Class P0: One link with apaity 2k�1.{ Class P1: jP1j = jU1j � 1 links with apaity 2k�1.{ Class Pi: jPij = jUij links with apaity 2k�i for all 2 � i � k.Consider the following assignment:{ Class P0: All users in U1 are assigned to this link.{ Class Pi: On eah link in Pi there are 2(k�i) users from Ui+1, respetively,for all 1 � i � k � 1.{ Class Pk: The links from Pk remain empty.The above assignment is a pure Nash equilibrium Lwith soial ost SC(w;L) =k and OPT(w) = 1.Lemma 3. For eah k 2 N there exists an instane with a pure Nash equilibriumL with k = SC(w;L)OPT(w) � ��1� 13p� :Lemma 4. For eah k 2 N there exists an instane with a pure Nash equilibriumL with k = SC(w;L)OPT(w) � ��1(m) � (1 + o(1)):Note that we an prove k � ��1( 1p ) � 1 in a similar way as in Lemma 3. Thisshows that the generalized upper bound is tight up to an additive onstant forall m whereas due to Lemma 4, ��1(m) is tight only for large m.We onlude this setion by giving an upper bound on the maximal expetedindividual lateny of a mixed Nash equilibrium, whih depends on the num-ber of links m. The same bound also applies to the soial ost of a pure Nashequilibrium. This bound improves on Corollary 3 for small m.Theorem 5. For any mixed Nash equilibrium P on m links, IC(w;P ) is boundedby IC(w;P ) � 1+p4m�32 OPT(w). This bound is not tight if m � 6. For m � 4,there is no pure Nash equilibrium mathing the bound. For m � 2, there is nofully mixed Nash equilibrium mathing the bound.11
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